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Cold brittleness of metals as a structural multistage dislocation process
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The cold brittleness of metals under conditions
”
before — during — after“ irradiation in nuclear and

thermonuclear reactors is considered. The conditions and mechanisms of cold brittleness are determined depending

on the type of their crystal lattices, structures, physical and mechanical properties and external influences

(temperature, stress, reactor irradiation). The mechanisms of cold brittleness are dislocational and define cold

brittleness as a structural multistage process. Stress relaxation at the front of a subcritical crack stops its growth

(cold brittleness is not formed). The stacking fault energy of the metal determines the critical level of stress for the

beginning of its relaxation by mechanical twinning at the crack front (external stress concentrator). In irradiated

metals (cold-brittle
”
before“ irradiation), the temperature range of cold-brittleness expands.

”
During“ irradiation,

cold brittleness is not formed.
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1. Introduction

The problem of cold brittleness and fracture resistance of

metals (alloys, steels) has been studied for a long time [1–
16], but is still pending for low temperature application

of metals (products), including structural materials for

nuclear and nuclear fusion reactors. Cold brittleness and

fracture resistance of metals (products) is determined by the

occurrence of low temperature embrittlement (generation
of ductile-brittle transition temperature Tdbtt) in certain

conditions (temperature, stress), initiation and propagation

of subcritical and critical cracking and brittle failure at

T < Tdbtt and external stresses lower than the metal yield

strengths. To identify metal cold brittleness conditions,

almost only Griffith model (1920 [1]) is available which

defines critical fracture size L = α(Eγ/σ 2) as an energy

criterion of cold brittleness occurrence in metals. Here, L is

a fracture half-length, E is and elastic modulus of metal,

γ is the specific surface energy of metal, σ is the normal

stress to the crack plane. Coefficient value α ≈ 1 is

defined by the current geometry and metal (product) stress

condition [1–16]. For further investigations of metal cold

brittleness, Griffith condition includes only some corrections

(adjustment of α) that take into account metal geometry,

crack front shape, plastic zone and possible critical crack

opening mechanisms [2–16].
Formation of cold brittleness condition (generation of

Tdbtt) and brittle failure of metals in such condition are

defined by complex dislocation mechanisms defined by

crystal lattices (BCC — body-centered cubic, FCC — face-

centered cubic, HCP — hexagonal close-packed), structural

phase, temperature and stress conditions, slip systems,

dislocation mobilities and physical and chemical properties

(elasticity, strength) of metals. Cold brittleness is a typical

property of BCC metals (exclusion —tantalum metal, Ta),
does not occur in FCC metals and occurs in some HCP

metals [6,10,16]. Some plastic strain of metals always

precedes their brittle failure in cold brittleness condition [2].
cold brittleness occurs in mono- and polycrystalline met-

als. Modifications of structural phase conditions and

low temperature strength of cold-brittle metals (alloying,
impurities, thermomechanical treatment, irradiation) change

the cold brittleness temperature threshold (Tdbtt). At

quasi-static mechanical loads (short-term mechanical test),
temperature dependences of stress-strain properties (elas-
ticity moduli, strength, ductility) of cold-brittle metals in

their cold brittleness temperature regions have no special

features [6,8,10,14–16].
Causes and physical mechanisms behind (non)occurrence

of cold brittleness in metals depending on the type

and properties of crystalline lattices (BCC, FCC, HCP)
of composites, structural phase conditions and ambient

conditions (temperature, reactor irradiation) are still insuf-

ficiently studied and solved. Such condition necessitates

the investigation of cold brittleness of metals in conditions

”
before — during — after“ reactor irradiations. The

outcome of such investigations is necessary for identification

of cold brittleness temperature regions (measurement of

Tdbtt) and brittle failure mechanisms in the development of

next generation structural materials (products) to meet the

next generation equipment requirements, including nuclear

and nuclear fusion reactors.
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This study addresses and defines the following aspects as

generalization and development of investigations of metal

structure and stress-strain properties [14,15,17–26]:
− conditions and dislocation mechanisms of (non)occur-

rence of cold brittleness in metals depending on the types

(BCC, FCC, HCP) and properties of their crystal lattices

(types, slip systems and dislocation mobility and height of

Peierls barriers), stress-strain properties (stacking fault and

surface energies, elasticity, strength, ductility) and (stress,
temperature) states in conditions

”
before — during — after“

reactor (neutron, gamma) irradiation.

− cold brittleness as gradual multistage structural dislo-

cation process controlled by stress and temperature states of

metals (products), initiation and propagation of subcritical

and critical cracks (external stress risers) in them with

stresses in the tips of cracks having various criticality level

for properties of metals (dislocation initiation and mobility,

mechanical twinning, shear, separation).

2. Cold brittleness of metal.
Cold brittleness (brittle failure) stages

Further consideration of cold brittleness of metals (prod-
ucts) assumes that their initial states are free from cracks,

metals (products) are exposed to low continuous uniform

external stresses (lower than yield strengths) that form a

certain stress state in metals (products). Difference in metal

crystal lattice constants and Burgers dislocation vectors

for different crystallographic directions is not considered.

Difference in stress-strain states of samples (products)
defined by their geometry and external load is not consid-

ered. Consideration of such features results in insufficient

quantitative change of some numerical parameters (like
coefficient α in the foregoing Griffith condition).
External stress causes stress components σi j in the

fracture plane (i, j = 1, 2, 3, coordinate system in the

fracture propagation plane). Components σ12 and σ22 define

shear and normal components of external stress in the

fracture plane and their ratio λ = σ12/σ22 defines the metal

stress state severity.

2.1. Stage 1 (incubation).
Crack initiation and growth

This stage takes place in all crystal classes of metals

(BCC, FCC, HCP) and its length is defined by compositions,

structural phase and fault states, dislocation slip systems and

ambient conditions (stress, temperature). Plastic strain of

metals at this stage is defined by slow thermally activated

dislocation mobility that determines initiation (multipoint)
and growth of subcritical cracks. Crack propagation

direction (plane) depends on crystallography, stress state

severity and structure (polycrystallinity, texture, etc.) of

metal and may vary (side crack initiation) with slow crack

propagation. Crack initiation (multipoint) and growth may

occur both in a single crystalline plane and in adjacent

parallel planes with formation of a crack initiation and

propagation band (meso band).

2.2. Stage 2. Formation of critical cracks
(cold-shortness pre-requisite)

Fracture is an external stress riser. For clarity, type I

cracks (separation, elongation) will be addressed, because

this type is of the most practical importance [6,10,16].
Stress occurs in the tip of the crack [16]:

σIi j(r) = σi j
[

1 + (L/2r)1/2
]

= σi j + KIi j/(2πr)1/2, (1)

where 2L is the crack length, r is the radius (the origin of

coordinates is in the tip of the crack), KIi j = σi j(πL)1/2 is

the stress intensity coefficient in the tip of the crack rep-

resenting the metal fracture resistance. Crack propagation

direction (plane) is defined by stress component values

σIi j(r) in the tip and crystallography of the dislocation

slip plane. Crack propagation plane direction may vary

with slow crack growth (branching) depending on the

crack propagation resistance (crystallography, faults, grain
boundaries, texture, etc.) and metal (product) stress state

severity.

Critical stress component values for mechanical twinning

σcr1 = σsf, shear σcr2 = σsh and separation σcr3 = σbr of

metal are typical tress component values in the crack

tip (external stress riser) that define critical sizes and

propagation rate of the crack. These critical stresses

are defined by critical stresses of strain-induced stacking

fault σsf = σsf/b (≈ (0.05−0.1)G [5]), shear σsh ≈ 0.1Gand

separation σbr = (Eγ/a)1/2 ≈ 0.3E of metal [4–11,16,27].
Here, G is the shear elastic modulus, E is the modulus

of elasticity (Young’s modulus), γ ≈ 0.1Ea is the stacking

fault energy, γsfis the stacking fault energy, a is the metal

crystal lattice constant, b is the Burgers dislocation vector

value.

Further crack propagation will vary depending on the se-

quence of achievement of critical stresses σcr1, σcr2 and σcr3.

If mechanical twinning stress σcr1 = σsf will be the first

critical stress, then stress relaxation will occur in the

subcritical crack tip (in case slow crack growth) and growth

of such crack will stop (no critical crack is initiated, no cold

brittleness is formed). Such crack formation condition may

be implemented in metals with low stacking fault energies

(FCC metals, some HCP metals,BCC Ta, see Section 5). If
condition σcr1 > σcr3 is met, then critical crack is formed

and its dynamic propagation will start in certain conditions.

In case of quick dynamic propagation of a critical crack,

stress relaxation in its tip is negligible.

Cold brittleness conditions for metals (subcritical crack
formation and growth and dynamic propagation of critical

cracks) will be met if there are no stress relaxation processes

in the crack tips (σcr1 > σcr2, σcr3).
When there is no stress relaxation in the tips of growing

subcritical cracks, crack length achieves the critical shear

crack size (σIi j = σsh):

L12 sh = 2a [σsh/σ12]
2 ≈ 0.02a(G/σ12)

2, (2)

when only shear stress component (in crack plane) σI12 in

the crack tip achieves critical metal shear stress σI12cr = σsh .
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Critical intensity of shear stress in the critical shear crack
tip is defined by KI12cr = (2πa)1/2σsh ≈ 0.25a1/2G and
characterizes shear fracture resistance (shear fracture) of
metal at an appropriate temperature and geometry. Further
propagation of the critical shear crack may occur by means
of shear strain at the crack front in the crack plastic zone.
During critical crack propagation, shear fracture of metal
may occur depending on its geometry (cross-section area in
the crack plane).
At the growing shear crack front, a plastic zone is formed

where a shear stress component condition σI12(r) ≥ σys is
met (σys is the metal yield strength, constrained deforma-
tion). Size of this plastic zone Rpl for a crack with critical
size L12 sh from (1) is defined by expression

R12pl = (L12 sh/2)(σ12/σys)
2 ≈ a(σsh/σys)

2. (3)

Dislocation initiation (dislocation placement) and mobil-
ity in the plastic zone of the critical shear fracture define the
crack propagation rate. Effective size of the critical shear
crack is defined by

Lef12sh = L12 sh + R12pl = L12 sh

[

1 + (1/2)(σ12/σys)
2
]

. (4)

With further growth (dislocation mechanisms), the critical
shear crack achieves the critical separation crack length
L22br, when normal stress component σI22 in the crack tip
achieves critical metal separation stress σI22 = σI22cr = σbr.
The size of such critical (separation) stress is defined
from (1) by

L22br = 2a [σbr/σ22]
2 = 2Eγ/(σ22)

2 ≈ 0.2a(E/σ22)
2. (5)

Critical crack size L22br is defined by metal stress state
(external stress component σ22 in the crack plane) and
critical separation stress (elastic modulus, surface energy).
Condition (5) is a pre-requisite for occurrence of cold
brittleness in metal characterized by critical (separation)
crack formation and is consistent with Griffith energy
criterion ([1], above). Critical crack length L22br and stress
state (external stress component σ22) are interconnected by
a relationship characterizing the cold brittleness (fracture
resistance) of metal

(σ22)
2L22br = 2a(σbr)

2 = 2Eγ ≈ 0.2aE2. (6)

Stress intensity coefficient in the critical (sepa-
ration) crack tip is defined by KI22cr = (2πa)1/2σb

= (2πEγ)1/2 ≈ 0.8a1/2E and is a fracture resistance prop-
erty of metal (product) at the appropriate temperature
and geometry. Effective length of the critical (separation)
crack, including its plastic zone (σI22(r) > σys, constrained
deformation) will be defined by

Lef22br = L22br[1 + (1/2)(σ22/σys)
2]

= L22br + a(σbr/σys)
2, (7)

where L22br is defined by expression (5).
Simultaneous achievement of critical shear stress σsh

and critical separation stress σbr of metal in the critical
crack tip defines a pre-requisite or cold brittleness (critical
crack formation), if subsequent conditions of fast dynamic
propagation of the formed critical crack are provided (next
cold brittleness stage 3).

2.3. Stage 3. Fast dynamic propagation
of the critical crack (sufficient dynamic
cold brittleness condition)

This stage may occur in metals at their certain structural,

strength, surface (surface energy), stress and temperature

conditions that form cold brittleness temperature threshold

(Tdbtt). Critical crack propagation rate (external stress

riser) is defined by dislocation mobility in its plastic

zone (3). To form high dynamic dislocation slip velocity

in the plastic zone of the crack, high shear (start) stress

for dislocation initiation (Frank−Read source work) and

dislocation movement (start), and low viscous dislocation

drag (
”
dry“ friction condition) are required.

Start stresses for dislocation initiation and slip in plastic

zones of critical cracks are defined by potential pattern

amplitudes (Peierls barriers, faults, phase particles) in

dislocation slip planes. With temperature decrease, viscous

dislocation drag level is reduced (phonon and electronic

mechanisms) [4,5,28,29], and when critical temperature

(physical temperature Tdbtt) is achieved, viscous dislocation

drag achieves its low (critical) value that defines occurrence

of dynamic dislocation mobility region (with high start

stress,
”
dry friction“ condition). High start stresses for

dislocation mobility (slip) are defined by high potential

energy pattern amplitudes in dislocation slip planes and

primarily by high Peierls barriers.

In metal cold brittleness state, a local dynamically bound

state
”
crack front — dislocation“ (

”
frodis“) is formed in

the critical crack propagation plane at the crack front.

High start stress and high dynamic dislocation rate define

high dynamic
”
frodic“ rate (critical crack propagation rate)

increasing with the increase in crack size with asymptotic

approach to the sound speed in metal [4,5,28,29].
Dynamic propagation conditions for the occurring critical

(separation) crack are defined by metal (product) stress

condition, stress at the crack front (external stress riser)
and relationship of crack opening work (formation of two

surfaces) and crack elongation work (dynamic dislocation

slip). Critical crack propagation rate is defined by dynamic

”
frodis“ rate at the crack front (plastic zone) when dynamic

condition is met [17,18]:

B(T )v(σI12, T ) < 2γ, (8)

where B(T ) is the viscous dislocation drag coeffi-

cient [4,5,28,29], T is the metal temperature, v(σI12, T ) is

the dislocation rate in plastic zone of the propagating

critical crack, σI12 is the shear stress in the crack tip

in the crack plastic zone. Cold brittleness temperature

threshold (physical temperature Tdbtt) in metal defined by

condition (8) depends on conditions in the plastic zone of

the crack and metal properties that form dynamic
”
frodis“

mobility. Metal surface tension energy γ is defined by its

crystal lattice (BCC, FCC, HCP), composition, crack plane

crystallography and environment inside the crack. Surface

energies of BCC metals are higher than surface energies

of FCC metals [4,5], which also defines fulfilment of cold
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brittleness occurrence condition in metals with different

crystal lattices (implementation of criterium (8)). Dynamic

dislocation mobility region in stronger (with higher fault

content) metals moves towards a higher stress region

(see Section 3). Dynamic dislocation rate (
”
frodis“ rate)

increases with an increase in the crack size (increase in

shear stress components in the dislocation slip plane),
decreases with the increase in metal strength (increase
in fault content), increases with temperature decrease

and asymptotically approaches the sound speed in metal

(see Section 3).
Dynamic condition (8) is sufficient for occurrence of

cold brittleness in metals (without stress relaxation in

subcritical crack tip) and supplements the cold brittleness

pre-requisite (5).

2.4. Stage 4. Critical area formation
(
”
open“ area) in the crack propagation plane

In the plane (meso band) of (multipoint) subcritical

crack initiation and growth and of dynamic critical crack

propagation, the area of retained and sophisticated (
”
open“

area) cross section of metal (product) quickly decreases.

When this cross-section area (meso band) decreases to the

critical value defined by an increase in normal external stress

component σ22 in this cross-section (at constant external

load) up to the yield strength of metal σys (σ22 ≥ σys),
plastic strain is initiated in the metal normally to the crack

propagation plane (band). Effective area of such cross

section includes corresponding plastic zones in the crack

tips (3), and the size of this cross section is equal to a

fraction (σ22/σys) of the initial cross-section area and may

be achieved (in case of multipoint crack initiation) earlier

than a critical crack is formed. Formation time of such

critical cross section in metal (product) cold brittleness con-

ditions virtually defines metal performance time (lifetime)
at these sizes and ambient conditions (temperature, stress

conditions).

2.5. Stage 5. Plastic strain-to-fracture
of cold-brittle metals

After formation of critical cross-section area in metal

(stage 4), regular strain-to-fracture starts in the metal under

the influence of normal tensile stress σ22 (σ22 ≥ σys) with

formation of two separation surfaces. Separation surfaces

will have complex (fractal) patterns(ingeneral, different)
formed at different cold brittleness stages (stages 1−4) and

by regular metal strain-to-failure (stage 5). Complex metal

failure surface patterns are formed by its microstructure

(crystallography, polycrystallinity, texture, phase particles),
initiation (multipoint, including adjacent parallel planes)
and propagation of subcritical and critical cracks (by shear,

separation) up to formation of a critical metal (product)
cross-section followed by regular low-temperature strain-to-

failure in this sophisticated (
”
open“) cross section (meso

band). Stage 3 may continue at stage 5.

lg
n

lg s

T1 T2 T1 T2

C1 C2

C C2 1>

T T1 2>

Figure 1. Thermally activated (low stresses) and dynamic (high
stresses) dislocation rate regions v in metals depending on their

strength (fault concentration C2 > C1), temperature (T1 > T2) and
shear stress σ in dislocation slip plane (logarithmic scale, diagram).
Horizontal line shows the sound speed level in metal.

3. Dislocation mobility and metal
cold brittleness

Dislocation mobility defines initiation and growth of

subcritical cracks and propagation of critical cracks in

metals. Depending on the level of shear stress in the dislo-

cation slip plane, dislocation mobility (slip) is characterized

by thermally activated (low stresses) and dynamic (high
stresses) regions [4,5,11,28,29] (Figure 1).
The thermally activated region of dislocation mobility

that defines subcritical crack initiation and growth features

(Figure 1):
− strong (power-law) dependence of dislocation rate

v(σ ) vs. shear stress σ (v ∝ σ n, n > 1).
− strong dependence of metal structure (potential crys-

talline pattern in the dislocation slip plane, fault concen-

tration). Increase in metal strength (alloying, impurities,

radiation-induced faults) changes dislocation movement

conditions and shifts thermally activated dislocation mobility

region into a higher stress region with corresponding

increase in the dynamic dislocation mobility region start

stress.

− dislocation rate increases with temperature rise.

In the dynamic dislocation mobility region (Figure 1) that
defines critical crack propagation, the following phenomena

are observed:

− linear dependence of dislocation rate vs.stress (v ∝ σ ),
which relatively weakly depends on structural (fault) state

of metal,

− inverse dependence of dislocation rate vs. temperature

(the lower the temperature, the higher the rate),
− asymptotic approach of dislocation rate to the sound

speed.
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Figure 2. Temperature dependences: 1 — failure impact toughness energy τ , 2 — amplitude-independent internal friction (AIIF)
(1δ, UV frequency band) for ferrite-martensite steel EK-181 (RUSFER EK-181) and vanadium alloy V−4Ti−4Cr [15,19-21]. Vertical

lines show physical temperatures Tdbtt .

Dynamic dislocation rate in shear stress σ is defined by

v = (bσ )/B(T ). viscous dislocation drag coefficient B(T )
is defined by interaction between dislocation and excitations

(phonon-electronic) and metal crystal lattice faults depends

on the metal composition and structure and generally

decreases with temperature decrease [4,5,28,29]. Such

aspects of B(T ) define the aspects of dynamic dislocation

rate in metals (Figure 1). For FCC metals, dislocation

rate curves are shifted (with respect to BCC metals)
towards a lower stress region depending on the stress

(Figure 1) [4,5,28].

4. Acoustic measurement method of cold
brittleness temperature threshold
(physical temperature Tdbtt)

Non-destructive ultraviolet dynamic mechanical spec-

troscopy method (amplitude-independent internal friction —
AIIF) allows to find temperature dependences of the

viscous dislocation drag in metals [15,19–21]. AIIF

level is defined in metals as a difference of its values

1δ = δ2−δ1, where δ1 is AIIF in the initial metal sam-

ple, δ2 is the AIIF level in the same sample after low

plastic strain (introduction of
”
fresh“ dislocation similar

to the dislocations at the crack front). Generally, δ1
level in metals (annealed) is low and corresponds to its

background value [15,19–21]. This method was used to

measure [15,19–21] temperature dependences of disloca-

tion AIIF (dislocation slip toughness) in BCC (ferrite-
martensite 12% chromium steel EK-181, vanadium alloy

V−4Ti−4Cr) and in FCC (austenitic chromium-nickel steel

EK-164) metals at low temperatures (in cold brittleness

regions of BCC metals defined by impact test method)
(Figure 2 and 3).
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d
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–
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1 – EK-181 (high )sys

2 – EK-181 (low )sys

3 – EK-164

Figure 3. AIIF temperature dependences (1δ, UV frequency

range) in ferrite-martensite steel EK-181 (two thermomechani-

cal treatments, curves 1 and 2) and austenitic steel EK-164,

curve 3 [19-21]. yield strength of steel EK-181 at stage 1 (high σys)
is higher than at stage 2 (low σys). Curve 1 corresponds to curve 2

in Figure 2.

Temperature Tdbtt (physical cold brittleness temperature)
in such experiments is defined as a temperature at which

straight lines approximating adjacent low-temperature (be-
low the knee) and subsequent high-temperature (above
the knee) dependences of impact strength and internal

friction intersect (Figure 2 and 3). At low temperatures

(below Tdbtt) in BCC metals (Figure 2 and 3), low

internal dislocation friction (low viscous dislocation drag)
is observed characterizing the cold brittleness state of the

metals measured during the impact tests.

Typical knee of temperature dependences of impact

strength and internal friction (Figure 2 and 3) is caused
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by dislocation mobility depending on their impurity atmo-

spheres. At higher temperatures (above the knees), the

dislocations move together with the atmospheres, at lower

temperatures (below the knees), the dislocations move

without the atmospheres. When there are faults (impurities)
of different grades, there may be more than one such knee

with stepping on the temperature dependences of impact

strength and internal friction.

Vertical lines in Figure 2 and 3 show typical cold

brittleness temperatures (physical temperatures Tdbtt). Close
values of these typical temperatures for impact strength

and internal friction are observed, which allows to derive

Tdbtt from non-destructive acoustic tests. Tdbtt measures

using this method will be a little lower that its value

(
”
half-brittleness“ temperature) derived during the impact

tests of the metal as a temperature half-range between the

upper and lower temperature beds of impact strength (or
as 50% ratio of viscous and brittle failure fractions on the

failure surface) [6,8,10,14,16].
The experiments show some differences in tempera-

ture dependences of metal impact strengths measured for

Charpy type samples with different geometry (different
stress states) and presence (absence) of cracks in the notch

tips. For samples without a crack in the notch tips, impact

energy will include an additional crack initiation effort.

Such differences in the sample geometry will define some

uncertainty in Tdbtt measurement (
”
half-brittleness“ temper-

ature). Acoustic experiments determine dynamic dislocation

mobility condition in plastic zones of critical fractures and

temperature region of their dynamic propagation (physical
cold-brittleness temperature threshold Tdbtt).
Modifications of structural phase and fault states and low-

temperature strength of cold-brittle metals (alloying, phase
particles, impurities, radiation-induced faults, thermome-

chanical treatments, irradiation) change the start stresses for

dislocation generation (placement) and dynamic dislocation

mobility in plastic zones of cracks and, thus, change the

impact strength values and cold brittleness temperature

region of metals (change Tdbtt) [6,8,10,14–21,31–33]. Ex-

periments generally show correlation between Tdbtt and low-

temperature strength properties (yield strengths) in cold-

brittle metals. Figure 3 (curves 1 and 2) illustrates such con-

clusions by means of ferrite-martensite steel EK-181 with

different yield strengths (different thermomechanical treat-

ment conditions) and different Tdbtt measured by means of

the impact tests and internal friction tests [15,19–21,32,33].
Similar changes in cold brittleness temperature regions

(changes in Tdbtt) are also observed in V−4Ti−4Cr [19–21],
vanadium alloys that have some differences in strength prop-

erties (low-temperature yield strengths) due to some differ-

ences in compositions (different concentrations of C, O, N).
In austenitic steels (as shown by means of steel EK-164,

Figure 3), a typical knee is observed on the temperature

dependence of internal friction. Temperatures of such knees

are close for BCC and FCC metals (Figure 2 and 3), but low
temperatures (viscous dislocation drag) that follow after the

knees are higher in FCC metals than that in BCC metals.

High viscous dislocation drag at low temperatures defines

(and at low Peierls barriers) the absence of dislocation

mobility region in FCC metals and, thus, the absence of

cold brittleness condition (see Section 5.2).

5. BCC, FCC and HCP metal dislocations
and cold brittleness

Cold brittleness condition and dislocation mechanisms

of brittle failure in such state of metals depend on their

geometry and stress states induced by external stress.

Stress in the tip of a growing crack (external stress riser)
gradually achieves (with growth) some typical critical values

(see Section 2.2) that define the start of strain processes in

the metal (dislocation slip threshold, mechanical twinning,

shear, separation). Stress relaxation in the tip of the growing

subcritical crack due to strain processes of various nature

(dislocation slip, mechanical twinning, etc. [4,5,27,35])
terminates its further growth. In this case, no cold

brittleness state of metal is formed.

Modifications of alloy and steel compositions (alloying,
impurities, irradiation) change structural phase states and

properties of alloys and steels (dislocation slip systems

and mobility, mechanical twinning, stacking fault energies,

height of Peierls barriers, phonon-electronic excitations,

viscous dislocation drag). Such modifications can change

relationships between critical stresses for crack initiation

and growth (see Section 2) and suppress cold brittleness

initiation conditions (Tdbtt) and brittle failure mechanisms in

alloys and steels compared with matrix metals.

5.1. BCC metal cold brittleness

High-melting BCC metals are characterized by high

Peierls barriers (10−3−10−2G) [4,5,27,30,34]. System

{110}〈111〉 ({112}〈111〉 in Ta) is the main dislocation slip

system in BCC metals at low temperatures [4,5,27]. Plane

{110} is the most closely packed plane, and plane {112}
is the main stacking fault plane [4,5]. Burgers vector

direction 〈111〉 is the odd center line and such types

of dislocations have strong elastic interaction with point

substitutional and interstitial faults [4,5,23].
High stacking fault energies in high-melting BCC metals

define the absence of relaxation processes (mechanical

twinning) in the tip of growing subcritical crack in them.

The subcritical crack achieves the critical crack size (metal

separation) in its tip (see Section 2.2). High start stresses

(high Peierls barriers, faults), low viscous dislocation drag

levels (Section 4,
”
dry friction“ condition) form dynamic

dislocation mobility in the plastic zone of the critical

crack at low temperatures (below Tdbtt) and define fast

dynamic propagation of the critical crack (metal separation)
and cold brittleness initiation in high-melting BCC metals

(except Ta).
Tantalum metal is the only (known) high-melting BCC

metal that does not have cold brittleness [16,34,36,37].
Strain-stress properties of Ta (elastic moduli, strength,
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Figure 4. Temperature changes of Young’s modulus 1E and AIIF 1δ of vanadium samples (left figure) and tantalum samples (right
figure) (B.K. Kardashev).

ductility) are typical for high-melting BCC metals. Ta
features high low-temperature yield strength that increases

considerably with temperature decrease [16,34], and high
Peierls barrier [30]. Unlike other high-melting BCC met-
als, Ta has different low-temperature dislocation slip system

({112}〈111〉) and high low-temperature elastic anisotropy
A = 1.56 (A = 2c44/(c11−c12), c44, c11, c12 — elastic con-
stants, for other high-melting BCC metals A ≤ 1) [4,5].
Plane {112} in Ta is the stacking fault initiation plane.
Stacking fault energy in Ta is the lowest compared with
those in other high-melting BCC metals [4,5,16,27]. Stress
relaxation (mechanical twinning) in the tip of the growing

crack in Ta starts when the crack has its subcritical size
(critical for mechanical twinning start). The growing
subcritical crack in Ta does not achieve its critical size that

defines Ta cold brittleness (subcritical crack stops). The
absence of cold brittleness in Ta shows that the viscous drag
level and dynamic dislocation mobility does not play the

leading role in cold brittleness initiation (Figure 4). But the
AIIF level in Ta is lower (lower viscous dislocation drag)
than in vanadium (Figure 4).
Lower viscous dislocation drag in Ta at low temperatures

will facilitate stress relaxation (mechanical twinning) in
the tip of the subcritical crack. Ta features specific
low-temperature ductility mechanisms at the crack front

(mechanical twinning, polar twinning mechanism [4,5]) that
are defined in Ta by high elastic anisotropy, low stacking

fault energy (low critical stress for mechanical twinning,

Section 2.2) and low viscous dislocation slip resistance .

5.2. Absence of cold brittleness in FCC metals

FCC metals feature (compared with BCC metals)
lower low-temperature yield strengths that slightly increase

with temperature decrease, and lower Peierls barriers

(∼ 10−5G) [4,5,27–30]. System {111}〈110〉 is the main

dislocation slip system in FCC metals [4,5]. This system

features even center lines for Burgers vector 〈110〉. This

type of dislocations has weak elastic interaction with

faults [4,5,23]. FCC metals are virtually free of start

stresses for dislocation slip (
”
dry friction“ condition for

dynamic dislocation rate is not implemented). Also, the

most closely-packed plane {111} in FCC metals is the

mechanical twinning plane [4,5]. In such conditions,

together with high dynamic low-temperature viscous drag of

slipping dislocations (Section 4), low Peierls barriers, weak

elastic interaction between dislocations and faults, and stress

relaxation (mechanical twinning) at the subcritical crack

fronts, no cold brittleness is initiated in FCC metals.

5.3. HCP metal cold brittleness

In HCP metals, dislocation slip systems both with

even Burgers vector center line (〈11−20〉 type) and odd
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Burgers vector center line (〈11−23〉 type) directions are

implemented (possible) [4,5,23]. Implementation of dislo-

cation slip systems in HCP metals (alloys) is defined by

crystal lattices (c/a ratio), compositions and microstructure

(potential dislocation slip plane pattern). Basal, prismatic

and pyramidal lattice planes may be the dislocation slip and

mechanical twinning planes in HCP metals. The following

shall be expected:

− HCP metals with 〈11−20〉 type Burgers vectors (even
center lines, prismatic and basal dislocation slip planes) will

have cold brittleness properties similar to that of FCC metals

(no cold brittleness).
− HCP metals with 〈11−23〉 type Burgers vectors (odd

center lines, pyramidal dislocation slip planes) will have cold

brittleness properties similar to that of BCC metals (cold
brittleness is possible).

6. Influence of reactor irradiation
on metal cold brittleness

Structure states, elemental compositions and properties

of metals
”
before — during — after“ reactor (neutron,

gamma) irradiation vary considerably. cold brittleness of

metals
”
before“ irradiation is addressed above (see 2−5).

6.1. Cold brittleness of metals after irradiation

In conditions
”
before−after“ irradiation, a thermodyna-

mically-(quasi)equilibrium state is formed (with tempera-

ture as the governing parameter). After the low-temperature

irradiation of metals, thermodynamically-nonequilibrium

state of their structure, low-temperature strength and Tdbtt

increase (low-temperature irradiation embrittlement - LTIB).
Typical features of cold brittleness temperature properties of

metals (cold-brittle
”
before“ irradiation) are observed

”
after“

the low-temperature irradiation [31–33,38–40]:
− expansion (shift) of the cold brittleness temperature

region of metals (Tdbtt increase, LTIB) with irradiation dose

increase,

− decrease of the upper impact strength temperature bed

level,

− change (reduction) in slopes of temperature depen-

dences of impact energies,

− annealing of irradiated metals (products) brings the

cold brittleness temperature region and properties almost

in their initial state.

Changes in cold brittleness of metals
”
after“ irradiation

depend on the irradiation time and temperature and holding

time (nuclear cooling, residual radioactivity) after irradiation
and are characterized by the above cold brittleness initiation

conditions and brittle failure mechanisms in metals. Such

cold brittleness changes occur due to modifications of their

elemental compositions (nuclear transmutations), structure
(radiation-induced faults,ordering), residual radioactivity and
stress-strain properties (elasticity, strength, etc.).
Irradiation-induced (

”
post“-irradiation) changes in tem-

perature and dose dependences of impact strength (LTIB)

may result in the loss of ductility and brittle failure of

metals not only due to shear (Tdbtt increase), but also due

to reduction (temperature slope increase) of the impact

strength level the irradiated metals (products).
The low-temperature irradiation embrittlement phe-

nomenon (LTIB) in metals (results after the irradiation

test) necessitates (on an unjustified assumption of maintain-

ing this phenomenon
”
during“ irradiation) increasing the

lower reactor operating temperature (fast, nuclear fusion),
restricting irradiation loads on metals (restricting reactor fuel
cycle times) and intermediate annealing of the irradiated

metals (products). However, such conclusion requires

clarification of conditions and identification of cold brittle-

ness (non)occurrence mechanisms in metals (cold brittle

”
before−after“ irradiation)

”
during“ irradiation operations.

6.2. Cold brittleness of metals
”
during“ reactor

irradiation

States and properties of metals
”
during“ reactor (neutron,

gamma) irradiation differ considerably from the states

”
before−after“ irradiation [17,18,39–45].

”
During“ irradia-

tion, the state of metals becomes significantly more nonequi-

librium (matter and energy inflow from the environment)
with enhancement of openness−nonequilibrium state and

initiation of dynamic steady state of the structure supported

by radiation exposure. Irradiation intensity is the governing

parameter of such dynamic irradiation state of metal. Such

nonequilibrium structures and properties of metals
”
during“

irradiation may be studied with the involvement of their

behavior.

”
During“ irradiation, various dynamic processes (heat

and mass lows, temperature gradients,
”
initiation−death“

of irradiation-induced faults, radiation
”
bounce“, ionization)

occur and induce additional volume stress constants and

variables (acoustic noise) [17,18,39–45]. In such irradiation

conditions, atom energy properties (interatomic interaction

energies, radiation displacement energy thresholds, diffu-

sion properties) and stress-strain properties (reduction of

moduli of elasticity and strength, occurrence of irradiation-

induced creep without thermal creep) are changed in met-

als [17,18,39–48]. Dynamic irradiation conditions (
”
radia-

tion bounce“) enhance the dislocation mobility (reduce start
stresses) and stress relaxation at the subcritical crack fronts.

In such conditions, no critical cracks are initiated (no
”
dry“

friction condition is initiated for dynamic dislocation slip

at the crack fronts). In metals (cold brittle
”
before−after“

irradiation), no cold brittleness is initiated
”
during“ low-

temperature irradiation [17,18].
Gamma-component of irradiation has a considerable

influence on structure state and stress-strain properties

of metals [41,49–52]. Gamma fluxes in nuclear and

nuclear fusion reactors are formed by (n−γ) type nuclear

reactions on the nuclear fuel and structural materials (steels,
alloys) elements. Intensities of gamma fluxes significantly

differ in fission reactors (additional flux from nuclear fuel)
and fusion reactors. Gamma irradiation has a negligent
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influence on the irradiation-induced fault rate of metals

(irradiation-induced displacements per atom) compared

with neutron displacements per atom [51]. Influence of

gamma irradiation appears through atom ionization, change

in electronic density and interatomic interactions that change

energy properties of atoms (mobility, displacement energy

thresholds) in metals and their stress-strain properties (loss
of strength, stress relaxation).
Differences in structural states (thermodynamic and

dynamic equilibrium states) and metal properties
”
before —

during — after“ irradiations (neutron, gamma) define

the limited results obtained in conditions
”
before−after“

metal irradiation for identification of their structures and

properties
”
during“ irradiations (during reactor operation).

Investigations of structures and stress-strain properties of

irradiated metals (
”
after“ irradiation), including cold brit-

tleness, in order to determine the structures and stress-

strain properties
”
during“ irradiations are insufficiently repre-

sentative and informative for the development of structural

materials (products) for next generation nuclear and nuclear

fusion reactors. Differences in irradiation conditions (neu-
tron and gamma spectra) in fission and fusion reactors also

define the differences in structure formation, elemental com-

positions and properties in (
”
during — after“) irradiation

conditions in fission and fusion reactors. Such differences

define limited use of materials tests in fission (fast, etc.)
reactors for the purpose of nuclear fusion reactors.

7. Conclusion

1. Conditions and dislocation mechanisms of cold brit-

tleness initiation (ductile-brittle transition temperature Tdbtt

generation, brittle failure at stresses lower than yield

strengths) in metals (alloys, steels) are determined in

conditions
”
before — during — after“ irradiations (neu-

tron, gamma). cold brittleness of metals is a multistage

structural process (in space and time) whose all stages are

dislocational and are controlled by initiation of subcritical

and critical cracks and stress at crack fronts. Hight start

stresses (high Peierls barrier, faults) for dislocation slip, low

viscous dislocation drag and high dislocation rate in plastic

zones of critical cracks form cold brittleness conditions in

metals.

Cold brittleness stages in metals are controlled by ther-

mally activated (initiation and growth of subcritical cracks)
and dynamic (dynamic propagation of critical cracks) dislo-

cation mobilities. Dislocational mechanisms of metal (alloy,
steel) cold brittleness are defined by metal crystal lattices

(BCC, FCC, HCP), elemental compositions, microstructure

states (thermodynamic and dynamic equilibrium levels),
dislocation slip systems and mobilities, stacking and sur-

face fault energies, and stress-strain properties (elasticity,
strength, ductility) at certain temperature and stress states.

2. Stress relaxation in tips of growing subcritical cracks

stops their growth (no cold brittleness is initiated). stack-

ing fault energy defines the stress relaxation (mechanical

twinning, etc) threshold level in the tips of ctacks. cold

brittleness of metals reduces with a decrease in stacking

fault energy (decrease in critical stress for mechanical

twinning). Metals with closely-packed lattices (FCC, HCP)
are less cold-brittle due to low stacking fault energies. Metal

alloying reduces the stacking fault energy and suppresses

cold brittleness of alloys and steels on the basis of such

(matrix) metals.

The absence of cold brittleness in Ta is caused by its

specific nature of low-temperature ductility (low stress for

mechanical twinning) due to low stacking fault energy.

3. Structure state (equilibrium levels) and stress-strain

properties of metals in conditions
”
before — during —

after“ reactor irradiation (neutron, gamma) differ consid-

erably. Gamma-component of reactor irradiation has a

considerable influence on the structure state and properties

of metals. In irradiated metals (cold brittle
”
before“ irra-

diation), cold brittleness temperature region is expanded

(Tdbtt is increased).
”
During“ low-temperature irradiation

of metals (cold brittle
”
before−after“ irradiation), no cold

brittleness condition is formed (no cold brittleness of metals

”
during“ irradiation).
4. Differences in structure states and metal properties

”
before — during — after“ reactor irradiations (neutron,
gamma) define the limited scope of application of the

results (experimental, theoretic, simulation) obtained in

conditions
”
before−after“ irradiation for identification of

metal structures and properties
”
during“ irradiations.
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